The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye  
Chairman  
Committee on Appropriations  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC  20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Ranking Member of the Senate Committee on Appropriations and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies; the House Committee on Appropriations; and the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Arne S. Ferro
The Honorable Thad Cochran  
Ranking Member  
Committee on Appropriations  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC  20510

Dear Senator Cochran:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Appropriations and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies; the House Committee on Appropriations; and the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Honorable Patty Murray  
Chairman  
Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and  
Urban Development, and Related Agencies  
Committee on Appropriations  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Murray:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Ranking Member of the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Senate Committee on Appropriations; the House Committee on Appropriations; and the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Honorable Susan Collins  
Ranking Member  
Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and  
Urbn Development, and Related Agencies  
Committee on Appropriations  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC  20510  

Dear Senator Collins:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Senate Committee on Appropriations; the House Committee on Appropriations; and the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Honorable Harold Rogers  
Chairman  
Committee on Appropriations  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, DC  20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Ranking Member of the House Committee on Appropriations and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies; the Senate Committee on Appropriations; and the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Chairman of the House Committee on Appropriations and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies; the Senate Committee on Appropriations; and the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Honorable Tom Latham  
Chairman  
Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and  
Urban Development, and Related Agencies  
Committee on Appropriations  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, DC 20515  

Dear Congressman Latham:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Ranking Member of the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the House Committee on Appropriations; the Senate Committee on Appropriations; and the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro
The Honorable John W. Olver
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and
Urban Development, and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Olver:

The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-55, division C), directs the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to submit a report on the Agency’s ability to meet the requirement contained in Section 4138 of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to conduct compliance reviews on high-risk carriers. This letter report fulfills that directive for Fiscal Year 2011.

In December 2010, FMCSA deployed a new Carrier Safety Measurement System (CSMS) as part of its Compliance, Safety, Accountability program. The CSMS more precisely identifies motor carriers that pose the highest safety risk and a motor carrier’s specific performance problems than the previous system used by FMCSA, SafeStat.

Consistent with Section 4138 of SAFETEA-LU, any motor carrier deemed to be high-risk for 2 consecutive months is now labeled “mandatory” under the new CSMS, as opposed to SafeStat Category A or B. Those “mandatory” motor carriers are prioritized for an onsite investigation, if they have not had an investigation in the last 24 months. This transition to CSMS has resulted in more motor carriers being categorized as mandatory for investigation when compared to the prior approach.

Since CSMS implementation through September 30, 2011, FMCSA and its State partners conducted 4,262 investigations of high-risk carriers. Each month, driven by roadside performance data, FMCSA identifies additional mandatory carriers. As of September 30, 2011, 9,868 motor carriers were in mandatory status. The FMCSA continues to prioritize mandatory carriers for investigation. In future submissions of this report and as the data stabilize, FMCSA will include additional statistics on mandatory high-risk carriers and investigations conducted.
A similar letter has been sent to the Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies and to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the House Committee on Appropriations; the Senate Committee on Appropriations; and the Senate Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Related Agencies.

Sincerely,

Anne S. Ferro